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design has existed since the beginning of architecture, its

development into a specialized field is really quite recent. Interior

designers have become important partly because of the many

functions that might be 46 in a single large building.The importance

of interior design becomes 47 when we realize how much time we 48

surrounded by four walls. Whenever we need to be indoors, we want

our surroundings to be 49 attractive and comfortable as possible. We

also expect 50 place to be appropriate to its use. You would be 51 if

the inside of your bedroom were suddenly changed to look 52 the

inside of a restaurant. And you wouldn’t feel 53 in a business office

that has the appearance of a school.It soon becomes clear that the

interior designer’s most important basic 54 is the function of the

particular 55 . For example, a theater with poor sight lines, poor

sound-shaping qualities, and 56 few entries and exits will not work

for 57 purpose, no matter now beautifully it might be 58 .

Nevertheless, for any kind of space, the designer has to make many

of the same kind of 59 . He or she must coordinate the shapes,

lighting and decoration of everything from ceiling to floor. 60

addition, the designer must usually 0select furniture or design

built-in furniture, according to the functions that need to be

served.46. A. consisted B. contained C. composed D. comprised47.

A. obscure B. attractive C. appropriate D. evident48. A. spend B.



require C. settle D. retain49. A. so B. as C. some D. such50. A. some

B. interested C. this D. each51. A. amused B. interested C. shocked

D. frightened52. A. like B. for C. at D. into53. A. correct B. proper C.

right D. suitable54. A. care B. concern C. attention D. intention55.

A. circumstance B. environment C. surroundings D. space56. A. too

B. quite C. a D. far57. A. their B. its C. those D. that58. A. painted B.

covered C. ornamented D. decorated59. A. solutions B. conclusions

C. decisions D. determinations60. A. For B. In C. As D.

WithAnswer: BDABD CACBD ABDCB 1992.1 The key to the

industrialization of space is the U.S. space shuttle. 46 it, astronauts

will acquire a workhouse vehicle 47 of flying into space and returning

many times. 48 by reusable rockets that can lift a load of 65,000

pounds, the shuttle will carry devices for scientific inquiry, as 49 as a

variety of military hardware. 50 more significantly, it will 51 materials

and machines into space for industrial purposes 52 two decades ago

when “sputnik” (artificial satellite) was 53 to the vocabulary. In

short, the 54 importance of the shuttle lies in its 55 as an economic

tool. What makes the space shuttle 56 is that it takes off like a rocket

but lands like an airplane. 57, when it has accomplished its 58 , it can

be ready for 59 trip in about two weeks. The space shuttle, the world

’s first true spaceship, is a magnificent step 60 making the

impossible possible for the benefit and survival of man.46. A. In B.

On C. By D. With47. A. capable B. suitable C. efficient D. fit48. A.

Served B. Powered C. Forced D. Reinforced49. A. far B. well C.

much D. long50. A. Then B. Or C. But D. So51. A. supple B.

introduce C. deliver D. transfer52. A. unimagined B. unsettled C.



uncovered D. unsolved53. A. attributed B. contributed C. applied D.

added54. A. general B. essential C. prevailing D. ultimate55. A.

promise B. prosperity C. popularity D. priority56. A. exceptional B.

strange C. unique D. rare57. A. Thus B. Whereas C. Nevertheless D.

Yet58. A. venture B. mission C. commission D. responsibility59. A.

new B. another C. certain D. subsequent60. A. for B. by C. in D.

through46. D 47. A 48. B 49. B 50. C 51. C 52. A 53. D 54. D 55. A56.
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